
Vocabulary: Units 7 and 8

Verbs Nouns Adjectives

• digest
• realize
• remain

• agriculture
• allergy
• climate
• consequence
• demand
• disease

• population
• shortage
• suburbs
• threat
• village

• entire
• extreme
• local
• permanent
• polluted
• processed

• realistic
• remote
• sensible
• suitable
• traditional

Word PoS Definition Example Sentence

agriculture n
the science and industry that
deals with growing plants and
raising animals

My mother studied agriculture in
college and then taught it in
Zimbabwe for four years.

allergy n
when your body doesn’t like
something it is exposed to and
reacts badly

Many people in Japan have an
allergy to cedar pollen, so lots
of people suffer in spring.

climate n
the average weather
conditions of an area over a
year, like temperature and rain

The climate in Hokkaido is very
different from the climate in
Okinawa.

consequence n
when you do something bad
and get a bad result, like a
punishment

A student can choose to not do
homework, but there is a
consequence: a lower grade.

demand n
how much a group of people
want something; how popular
something is

Good high school science and
math teachers are in high
demand.

disease n
something that makes you
sick; something that hurts
your general health

A disease called polio affected
millions of people until a
vaccine destroyed it completely.

digest v
turn the food you eat into
energy and other useful things
like vitamins and protein

If a food is easy to digest, that
means your stomach can break
it down easily.

entire adj
the whole amount; 100% of a
thing or group

My teenage son can eat an
entire large pizza by himself and
be hungry an hour later.

extreme adj
to a very high (or low) level; at
the limit

The Rub al Khali in Saudi Arabia
is known for extreme heat.  In
summer, it can be over 60°C.

local adj
something that was made
nearby; something connected
to a small area

When I travel, I prefer going to
local restaurants and not big
chains like McDonald’s.



permanent adj
will never change; will always
exist; opposite of temporary

When you cut yourself, you will
probably have a permanent scar
after it heals.

polluted adj
when the air, land or water
becomes dirty and unhealthy 

When I was young, this river
was so polluted, it was
unhealthy to swim in it.

population n
the number of people (or
animals) that live in an area

As more people begin to work
online, will the population of
cities begin to go down?

processed adj
using chemicals to add or take
away parts of natural food

White bread is made from
processed flour.  It looks good
but the healthy stuff is gone.

realistic adj
something that can be done
without extreme effort;
opposite of impossible

Easily becoming fluent in a
language in just a few months is
not realistic.  It takes years..

realize v
discover new information;
learn something new

In a Zoom meeting, no one was
answering my questions.  Then I
realized my mic was on “mute.”

remain v
(formal) stay in one place;
don’t change the condition

After class, two students
remained in the classroom to
ask the teacher a question.

remote adj
far away from any town or city;
a place hard to go to because
it’s far away

My father worked in a remote
location, so he was gone for one
month and home for two weeks.

sensible adj
something that is simple and
easy to do; not hard to
accomplish

If you want to get into shape, it
is important to have a sensible
plan, something easy to follow.

shortage n
when you don’t have enough
of something; a lack of
important goods

For a about a month in the
spring of 2020, there was a
global toilet paper shortage.

suburbs n
the area around a city where
people return after work to live
and raise families

My brother works in Washington
D.C. but lives in the Maryland
suburb of Silver Spring.

suitable adj
something that is ok for a
situation

Jeans and a t-shirt are not
suitable for a job interview.  You
need to wear a suit.

threat n
something that could become
dangerous and cause pain and
suffering in the future

The bully used the threat of
violence to steal a classmates
lunch money.

traditional adj
related to culture, something
that people have done the
same way for a long time

The Coming-of-Age ceremony is
a day when young Japanese
women wear traditional kimono.



Synonym:
Two words with the
same meaning.

• tired / sleepy
• run / sprint

Antonym:
Two words with the
opposite meaning.

• awake / asleep
• start / stop

village n
a small town, usually away
from cities, often built around
farming or fishing

We spent the weekend in a tiny
fishing village on the west coast
of Ireland.  It was so peaceful.

Word Synonyms Antonyms

entire whole partial

permanent temporary

polluted dirty clean

processed natural

realistic possible impossible

remain stay leave

Noun Verb Adjective Adverb

agriculture agricultural

allergy allergic

digestion digest

entirety entire entirely

extreme extreme extremely

permanence permanent permanently

pollution pollute polluted

population populate populated

process processed

realization realize

suburbs suburban

threat threaten threatening

tradition traditional



Common Combinations and Expressions

have an allergy to be allergic to a shortage of

in the suburbs suitable for a threat to

have a disease / asthma a defense against on (the first) floor

use hand sanitizer a lack of tend to do something

More Vocabulary and Expressions

asthma
(noun) a lung disease that makes it hard for people to breathe
sometimes

automatically
(adv) something that happens without effort
• The lights turn off automatically at 8:00 p.m.

bacteria
(noun) a single-celled organism that are involved in changing
one living organism into another, like in digestion

bath
bathe

(noun) /bath/     like: apple, bag, thank, thought
(verb) /bayth/   like: day, obey, that, brother

breath / breathe
(noun) /breth/     like: egg, red, thank, thought
(verb) /breeth/   like: speed, please, that, brother

dam (noun) a large wall used to hold back water

defense
(noun) the way to stop something bad from happening
• Vitamins and sleep are a good defense against sickness.

diet
(noun) the type of food you eat regularly
• Fruits and vegetables are an important part of a healthy diet.

dirt
(noun) earth or soil, especially in small amounts
• After a long, hard game of rugby, Skyler was covered from

head to toe in dirt.

floor / story
(noun) each layer of a tall building
• My building has 40 floors.  We live on the 22nd floor.

(carbon) footprint
(noun) the impact a person has on the environment based on
how much they use or how much they create

germs
(noun) a microorganism like a bacteria that makes people sick
• Wash your hands before you eat.  They’re covered in germs!

hand sanitizer
(noun) alcohol-based liquid used to kill germs and other bacteria
on your skin

herd
(noun) a large group of animals, like cows, horses or zebras
• Simba’s father, Mufasa, was trampled by a herd of wildebeest.



high-rise
(noun) a very tall building that rises high into the sky;
skyscraper

immune system
(noun) the part of your body that fights against diseases and
infections to keep you healthy

lack
(noun) when you don’t have enough of something; shortage
• Many parts of the world suffer from a lack of safe, fresh water.

motion sickness
(noun) when you begin to feel like you might throw up because
of the way something is moving

nomad
(noun) a person or group of people that do not live in one place
but move from place to place regularly

old-fashioned
(noun) the way people, like my grandparents, did things a long
time ago [negative]

pasture
(noun) an open area covered in grass for animals like cows and
horses to eat

perhaps
(adv.) maybe [formal]
• The room is getting hot.  Perhaps we should turn on the air-

conditioner.

response
(noun) answer
• Thank you for taking the time to consider my request.  I look

forward to your response.

seldom
(adv.) not often; rarely
• With Facebook, Instagram and Zoom, I seldom use my phone

to make a telephone call.

take it too far
(exp.) do something that goes beyond an acceptable limit
• It first the joke was funny but then he took it too far and

people got upset.

tap
(noun)  where water comes out into a sink; spigot
(verb)   make a hole so you can take liquid out of something

tend (to do)
what someone is likely to do because of natural habits
• Teenagers tend to stay up late and sleep late.

trek
a long, difficult trip, usually in remote areas where few people live
• The trek from Beijing to Rome on the Silk Road took two

years.

You have to admit
(that)

an expression used in an argument trying to get the other person
to agree with a point
• You have to admit that baseball is a slow sport.


